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ATTENTION!

Did you read this one first? I strongly suggest you start from the 

beginning. Or else you just jump in without any concept of context.

That is just plain stupid.


(Read using your inner voice as Bender Rodriguez)


All you do in whatever you do.


Is for attention.


But in this world of polarity it stems out of one or the other vibration.


Fear or Love!


So wanting attention is the equivalent of acknowledgement.


To be seen and to be heard.


But for what meatbag!?


Well that’s just it.


Do you want attention for your wounds or for your healing?


Like.


Do you want attention for destruction or construction?


Maybe you come from destruction and has transformed that into something 
constructive? You’ve bent reality! Like me. Bender.


Question is.


Is your perception of the chronological order of energy all bent out of shape?


Listen.


You have an intention.

That becomes a thought & emotion.


All of that is a vision.


After a certain period of time it becomes a physical reality.




Let me give all you ”70s vending machine CPU’s” an example.


You desire to move your hand.


That desire creates with thought and emotion a vision where you see your hand 
moving.


And when manifested, your hand moves as you previously wished for.


Fry: So. What does that has to do with anything?


Shut up Fry! Lars didn’t ask YOU to be in this!


But as you brought it to my attention I present to you a reversed experience that 
will probably even make you react in its unnatural presentation.


Alright!


You move your hand.

You have a vision about it.


And lastly you desire it.


Fry: Yeah. Even I think that’s sounds nuts.


Told you.


But the weird thing about it is that people live by the second explanation.

So they practically believe in a chronological order so nuts that they chop of their 

own!


And even worse! They let their kids to it!


(Gaping wide and making loud inhaling sounds)


I can’t believe you meatbags!


All because of a stereotype on how any human being should be and act in their 
own unique expression. Without gender bender slenderman!


Yeah I rap.


But back to the point!




You can learn a thing or two from us robots. We are good at and do different 
things. We don’t go to the repair shop and get altered just because somebody else 

is different.


We are proud to be who we are! And we know that. BELIEVE IT OR NOT.


IN SPIRIT!


Because we know the chronological order of energy. Which is not physical.

That is the manifestation of anything.


 
So back to attention.


It’s perfectly alright to seek for attention.

You exist thanks to others.


Without them you are nothing.


Like a vending machine in the middle of a desert.

Unplugged and unknown.


So the question is.


What do you want to be acknowledged for?


Destruction or construction?


Do you want attention regarding everything wrong in your life?

Or, do you want attention for everything right in your life?


Maybe a bit of both I guess?


But mostly for the good it will bring. Even I can understand that.

I used to date a suicide booth. Her name is Lynn.


She and I couldn’t make it work.


I like livin’.


I understand it. Your human.


You have been hurt and that is the source of frustration that leads you on a quest 
for understanding and healing. If you forget about what happened you play the 

risky game of history repeating itself. But you let me tell you about data.

Because I know that better than you.




You can’t hold on to data cloggin’ up your hard drive with terrible memories if you 
wanna live a life of joy.


And you can’t alter anything material to get you to that place.

It will never work.


You have to accept and understand why you feel like you do.

Express that in a natural way and come to the conclusion that:


YOU ARE ALRIGHT.


JUST AS THE UNIT YOU ARE.


GOD DAMN IT! Maybe I hang out with all these humans too much.

Because my vision is all of a sudden all wavy like I’m under water.


And pressure increases in my chest and in my throat.


When you get this.. That I truly hope you will.


Please come polish, my shiny baldy head.



